THE  TRAIN
well they're young, with their heads full of princes and
lieutenants, got no taste for looking after chickens* And
after all, what's there so difficult about it? They know
themselves what they've got to do—as soon as the
engine whistles they come running back to the cage
themselves. It's not the trouble I'm talking about, it
just makes me look a fool. ... "
"Stop a bit," said the doctor.
He had heard nothing of Kostritsyn's last words, all
his attention had been concentrated on some sort of
bustle in die coach. Cries could be heard above the
rattle of the wheels, running footsteps and banging doors.
Kostritsyn rose, anxious to be of help.
"May I go and see?"
"Yes, find out what it is,"
Kostritsyn left the compartment, then returned,
grinning from ear to ear.
"Comrade Commandant! The mail's come."
The doctor blinked and rose, ... Danilov was standing
in the half-open door, gay and smiling.
"A letter for you from Leningrad, Doctor."
"Give it to me, give it to me," the doctor stammered,
taking the envelope with shaking hands.
The letter which Danilov received from the Central
Committee of the Party was short, polite and dry.
Leaving aside the polite phrases, its contents amounted
to—stay where you are, comrade, and work properly
there, because you'll have to answer for the job. ...
So that was that.
Flushing slightly, Danilov folded the letter neatly and
put it into his breast pocket, where he kept his Party
membership card.
A letter from his wife—he glanced over it swiftly. All
alive and well... Greetings from relations and friends....
Lena would tell him more. Ah, that was a fine girl, how
quickly she'd jumped on—after all, the train had hardly
stopped for a minute. ...
He decided to test the general atmosphere and find
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